NOW HIRING: Part-time Marketing Intern

EXPERIENCE: Familiarity with Publisher, MailChimp, Adobe Creative Suite, LinkedIn, Word and Web development

OBJECTIVE: To help SkyWalker Property Partners (SPP), and measurably improve effective communication with our current investors, brokers, and other vested parties

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Create and monitor targeted broker campaigns to specific markets using MailChimp
2. Update property photos and add testimonial video on website
3. Social media-LinkedIn: Update, connect and post content to our website
4. Create two PowerPoint presentations for the office televisions showing current and sold properties
5. IMS—Help with design for the new investor management program

QUALIFICATIONS:
We are seeking these characteristics:
- Willingness to take on responsibility and creative decisions as well as everyday marketing admin tasks
- Must have reliable transportation
- Excellent computer skills—MS Office, Adobe Creative Suite, Social Media Savvy
- Strong writing skills

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: Email cover letter and resume to Ms. Uyen Green at recruiting@skywalkerproperty.com. No phone calls will be accepted.

For more information, visit our website at skywalkerproperty.com